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PROLOGUE

State of Play has undertaken four major biennial surveys of the global mining industry. Over this time our objective to
increase understanding of the dynamics of strategy and innovation in the mining industry has remained consistent.
However, our approach has evolved as both our longitudinal database has deepened and new pressures facing the
mining industry have arisen.
Three fundamental exogenous forces have intensified and are poised to have a major impact across every
component of the industry. Firstly, the evolution of technology is creating unprecedented transparency to the
industry and with it comes increased social expectations, regulatory scrutiny and investor pressure. Secondly, we
are in the midst of a long-term energy shift that is likely to transform the way industrial processes are designed
and operated. Thirdly, digital technology is advancing at such a rate that the way we work and think about business
models and innovation is in a state of flux.
Industry ecosystem dynamics are changing as the scale and number of start-ups rapidly increases, first threatening
incumbent services businesses and raising the possibility of disruption to traditional mining companies themselves.
Meanwhile mining continues to struggle with its image problem – negative perceptions of mining’s environmental
and human impact are being accentuated by both large-scale incidents and ubiquitous communications technology,
creating challenges in attracting talent and capital. After a largely benign decade or so, shifting geopolitical forces
between different global powers are increasingly shaping an industry which is vital for national security, and which
relies on the free flow of trade in capital, goods and technology for optimum productivity.
Sustaining competitive advantage in the mining industry requires constant innovation. However, architecting an
innovative organisation is difficult and there are plenty of mythologies regarding successful innovation delivery,
often built on anecdotal evidence. Using a data-driven approach, we have uncovered the relationships between
innovation delivery mechanisms and total shareholder returns. Innovation should be approached from a strategic
perspective, with empowerment of junior staff who are closest to operational improvement capabilities. A bifurcated
approach targeting short-term innovation improvement and long-term strategic repositioning yields the best
results. Designing an organisation to innovate without needing directive leadership is key, through flexible cultures
and structures, quarantined innovation investment capital and openness to radical change.
The mining industry’s changing external environment and the delivery of successful innovation are explored in our
Ecosystem and Delivery reports in our three-part series of based on the 2018/19 State of Play global mining survey
into strategy and innovation. In this Strategy report, the focus is on developing business strategies responsive to
major industry drivers with the goal of sustaining competitive advantage.
We hope you enjoy it.
The State of Play Team
Graeme Stanway
Paul Mahoney
Xavier Evans
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BUSINESS MODELS

Mining industry business models have been relatively
stable over the last two decades, through a period in
which most other industries have undergone significant
transformation. But signs of change are becoming
apparent, and in particular three major business model
shifts have emerged:
1. A
 s digital technology allows more accurate
measurement of value, services companies are
increasingly charging for value-add rather than for
tangible products or software packages.

The number one advantage of digital
technology for services company is in
accessing new pathways for growth
2. T
 echnology-driven transparency of social and
environmental performance is causing some
companies to see provenance of products as a
potential competitive advantage.

Environmental concerns are likely to be the
second biggest disruptor to the global mining
industry over the next 15 years
3. While mining has traditionally believed “bigger is
better”, we are starting to see a shift toward smaller,
autonomous fleets which provide more efficiency and
flexibility in operations.

Automation is likely to have the biggest
technological impact on mining over the
next 15 years

“We need to differentiate technology
for technology’s sake from technology
to support your business model.
When you get the business model right,
you then ask what technology can do.”
Mining Company CEO

SDTERLAI V
TEG
RY
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Shifting the services goalposts
Servitisation, whereby services companies charge per unit of performance, is a trend across industries including heavy
industries such as mining. Digital retail has been at the forefront of this trend with models such as recurring subscription
fees for unlimited access, and charging fees relative to usage, disrupting product-based competitors. Servitisation offers
new growth pathways for services companies enabled by digital technology. There are generally two models:
1. Recurring subscription fees for unlimited access
2. Charging fees relative to usage

HOW COULD DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES CREATE BUSINESS VALUE FOR YOUR COMPANY OVER THE NEXT 5 YEARS?
By % of respondents given three options
Services company

New growth from new
products & services

Mining company

63
18
54

Increase revenue from existing
products & services

39
42

Reduce cost

87
42

Improve customer satisfaction

12
30

Improve product quality

36

Increase responsiveness to
the market

27
30
27

Enhancing product attributes

12
18

Reduce safety risks and related cost

69
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In transport industries, higher quality manufacturers are
also increasingly turning to servitisation business models.
Rolls-Royce and Michelin were early pioneers here,
leasing engines and tires respectively for free, and instead
charging customers a fee per-mile-travelled.
The advantages of servitisation business models are that:
• It incentivises suppliers to focus on the quality of
outcome not just to reduce cost
• Customers have better certainty over costs and supply
chain logistics
• It requires more accurate sensing, which also enables
prescriptive maintenance
• Customers can focus on core capabilities and outsource
non-core functions
• It requires lower invested capital and so assets do not sit
as large liabilities on operators’ balance sheet
Servitisation enables the best skills to be pooled in
highly innovative services companies to provide an
outcome rather than a product. Miners, in particular
mid-tiers and smaller companies are increasingly likely
to outsource to specialised providers to reduce costs
7
and deliver better results.
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60% of mining companies achieve breakthrough
innovation through selected partners
Consequently, this sector of the mining industry is more likely
to open up opportunity for innovative services start-ups,
which are the second highest drivers of innovation in the
mining industry. Ultimately, remote or fully virtual operations
centres could be mostly staffed by multiple service providers
who specialise at each step of the value chain.

"We partner with people every step of the
value chain and we use their profit drivers
to incentivise them."
Infrastructure company CEO

Going back to the roots
The provenance of a product refers to the entire
production process; where it came from, who
produced it, who supplied its production and how it
was transported. As social expectations rise and the
mining industry is increasingly tied to consumer-facing
industries (e.g. consumer technology, electric vehicles
etc.), the provenance of minerals can be a source of
competitive advantage.

Given these regions tend to have looser governance
structures, seeing transparency as a value driver
suggests it has the potential to drive significant
innovation. Interestingly, Australia, which has arguably
one of the most transparent operating environments
globally saw the least value from transparency, despite
its potential to be a competitive difference from other
mining regions.

While most respondents viewed transparency of
raw materials as a significant value driver for mining
companies, it was particularly those who operated in
developing countries (76% of Asian, 73% of African
and 67% of Latin American respondents) who saw the
biggest opportunity.

“Mining is so far away from the end use that
mining companies think they’re immune
to its impacts because they’re protected
by the supply chain. They’re not.”
Industry Group Executive

W I L L T R A N S PA R E N CY O F T H E S O U R C E O F R AW M AT E R I AL S B EC O M E
A S I G N I F I CA N T D R I V E R O F VALU E FO R M I N I N G C O M PA N I E S ?
By % of respondents given three options

North America

Latin America

Australasia

Asia

Africa

Europe

54

67

56

76

73

45

Yes

Unsure

No

36

10 11

22

17

26

16

21

42

8 6 13
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The value potential of provenance is well recognised and
is currently being promoted by a range of companies
for example; conflict free tantalum by Global Advanced
Minerals; “security of supply and auditable supply chain”
by Clean TeQ’s Sunrise nickel-cobalt-scandium project;
and “green gold” offered by Valcambi.

It is still unclear as to how the provenance trend will
play out. Will customers pay a premium for ethically
sourced products (which to date has proven elusive),
or will it simply become a regulated requirement to
supply minerals?

ST R AT E GY
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Small is beautiful
In general, technology products have shrunk in size
at the same time as their capability has improved.
From computers to batteries to healthcare technology,
smaller often means better. Industrial production systems,
however, have tended to take advantage of economies
of scale, getting bigger to become more efficient.
The mining industry is approaching a tipping point.
Economies of scale are no longer the driver of efficiency;
flexibility and modularity may now be the key. Agriculture
is a good example; farming yields are increasing as
smaller, more precise farm management equipment
improves productivity.

“What would the ultimate mine look like?
Potentially an army of unhackable robotic
wheelie bins where the design efficiency is
monumental, both in open pit and underground.”
Mining Company CEO

There are strong indications that the mining industry is
reaching or has reached “peak scale” and that the future
is likely to see a trend towards a larger number of smaller
autonomous vehicles being deployed on-site.

Scale reversion will be driven by a step change in
technology, including automation; proliferation of the
internet of things; and materials and manufacturing. On a
fully automated, people-free operation, managers do not
need to worry about capturing as much value per person,
and therefore the requirement for people to operate larger
equipment is no longer a concern. Instead, operations may
adopt a swarm approach; employing a larger number of
smaller autonomous fleets, which are able to dynamically
respond to operation requirements, such as deploying
trucks on demand.

“Mining companies still rely on scale as their
main source of competitive advantage –
that isn’t where the world is going.”
Industry Group Executive

Modular, autonomous sites, working on a smaller scale
also changes orebody viability. Smaller deposits suddenly
become economic, changing the supply profile for
especially non-bulk commodities. In addition, these new
operating models present compelling improvements to
operational expenditure and safety.

Scale of assets

AS S E T C O N C E N T R AT I O N H AS G I V E N WAY TO S CAL E R E V E R SAL

Early iterations are large
and limited in capability

1a
Products
• Healthcare technology
• Computers
• Batteries
• Mobile phones

Products

Production systems e.g.

Production systems

2

Scale and centralisation
moves to small-scale,
adaptable micro-systems

• Resource extraction
• Transport
• Manufacturing
• Agriculture
1b

Early iterations are functionally crude and
work only on a small scale

3

Technology change
Key Drivers
Cost, Flexibility, Skills, Data & Analytics, Reliability, Customer.
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“In the future we will see the end of scale through consumerisation of smaller automated vehicles
and perhaps even the end of tyranny of distance through automation and de-manning of sites.”
Mining Company CEO
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CAS E STU DY

New Century Mine
There are over a million abandoned mine sites across the globe, with legacy infrastructure and
rehabilitation requirements, that still offer stranded value within new and residual mineral deposits.
The on-selling of latent sites benefits both the major miners who want to unload their depleted
projects, as well as the junior miners who want to monetise what is remaining at a capital discount.
New Century Resources are proving themselves as leaders in this field. After acquiring the Century
open-pit zinc mine from MMG, who ceased processing operations due to depletion in 2016, the site
has re-emerged as the world’s fifth largest source of zinc in 2018. They have achieved this through
re-processing residual mineralised tailings – 1.9 million tonnes of zinc is estimated to be contained
in the tailings pond alone, not to mention the company’s plan to extract additional base metal and
phosphate deposits through in-situ capability.
Given the significant regulatory and risk burden of old mines, and the proven New Century business
model, old mines may suddenly become open for business.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Global industries are in the midst of a digital
transformation – in mining this is being matched by
changing capabilities in physical technology.
Over the next few decades, we expect sensing will
become more mature and lay the foundation for artificial
intelligence to radically change which decisions humans
make, and how we make them. Increased data and
decision automation could create significant additional
cybersecurity threats, providing a strategic opportunity
for services companies with a security edge. New forms
of manufacturing are likely to transform construction
supply chains, and biotechnology could offer capability
far beyond its silicon counterparts.

Technology development tends to be exponential –
a concept that humans often struggle with. Thomas
Watson, president of IBM in 1943, infamously limited
the future world market to “maybe five computers”.
Alternatively, when visionaries take a bold leap in
predicting wild future possibilities, such as President
John F. Kennedy promising a moon landing within nine
years, we should perhaps be less surprised that they
succeeded. Discussing the future of technology is best
served by imagining what is possible, rather than what
is not.

“Technology is a commodity. It’s like going into a supermarket – you need to go in and grab this
and this off the shelves, and then aggregate them together as opposed to looking for individual
specific, bespoke solutions.”
Mining Company CEO

ST R AT E GY
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AS A M I N I N G B U S I N ES S, W H E R E WO U L D YO U AC C E P T R I S K I N O R D E R TO I N C R E AS E F I N A N C I AL R E TU R N S ?
By % of respondents given three options
Services company

Technology

Mining company

75

63

Partnering

51

39
27

Exploration

39

Country (geography)

27
27

Acquisitions
Asset development

21

Operations

21

33

30
30

18

Market (pricing)
Asset design

15
6

Orebody
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21
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Seeing is everything
Miners are putting sensors on anything and everything; very soon they will be ubiquitous across the value chain.
As sensor technology improves, and artificial intelligence can identify patterns, we may find that businesses require
fewer sensors and can create insight through inference. Vibration sensors installed by MOVUS, an Australian startup, collect far more information than they initially intended, such as temperature and air pressure. Another sensor
start-up, Fliq, are able to use machine learning to filter data sent to control centres by sensing equipment to limit the
data overload. Water utilities and midstream gas transporters are often able to identify leaks and blockages in thirdparty infrastructure both up and downstream from their own sensor sets. Mature sensing capability lays a platform
for further technological innovation.

WH ICH U N DERLYI NG T EC H N OLOGY A R EAS WI L L HAVE TH E B IG G EST I M PACT O N M I N I N G OV E R TH E N E X T 15 Y E ARS?
W H ICH U N DER LYI N G T EC H N OLOGY A R EAS R EC E IV E TH E M O ST I N N OVATIO N FO C U S I N YO U R C O M PAN Y?
By % of respondents given three options
Future disruption

Current focus

Robotics and automation

73
48

Artificial intelligence
and analytics

67
49
51

Sensing and data

62
33

Energy technologies

25

Communications
technology

20

Virtualisation and
augmented reality

20
22

35

Manufacturing
technologies

12

Advanced materials

11
12

21

10

Computing power

21
5
5

Biotechnology
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A trusted adviser?
In 1949, John von Neumann famously predicted that
we had “reached the limits of what is possible to achieve
with computer technology”. He followed this up with
a caveat: “although one should be careful with such
statements, as they tend to sound pretty silly in five
years”. Taking his advice, we will not attempt to predict
how artificial intelligence will impact the mining industry.
We can only wonder if it will cause the removal of all
people or will it cause us to need more people? Will
it redesign our assets in unimaginable ways? Could
it go rogue, or will it augment human intelligence?
Realistically, no-one knows. Artificial intelligence could
surpass human intelligence in the very near term or in
two hundred years, depending on who you talk to1.

Ultimately, the benefit of artificial intelligence is better,
faster decisions through data analysis and patterning.
As an industry we will probably begin to move shortterm decision-making towards autonomous systems
that control scheduling, maintenance, blending, logistics
and marketing functions, among others. Already, 49% of
mining companies are focusing their innovation efforts
on artificial intelligence and analytics.

“We are looking at smart artificial
intelligence systems that can optimise
blends for the changing dynamics of the
market in real time”
Mining Company CEO

“Classical science is hypothesis, experiment
and collect data. With the proliferation of
datasets and the ability to develop artificial
intelligence you are inverting the classical
process, generating science from data
rather than data from science.”
Services Company CEO

1

The heart of the competition will be in having the
biggest pool of data and the ability to apply artificial
intelligence systems to ever increasing portions of
the value chain. Ultimately, good data comes from
automating everything, because data collection is
optimal in an already automated system. Automation
in the manufacturing industry enabled accurate
benchmarking across plants – automation itself
becomes the data cleaner.

Source: IEEE
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Forecasters or fortune tellers?
The immediate future (forecasting less than 2 years ahead)
There are now market-ready, sophisticated predictive and prescriptive analytics platforms which are
increasingly able to make a high volume of low-value decisions faster and more accurately than humans.
Some are already leading here – analytics start-ups are now able to use machine learning
and complex algorithms to more accurately forecast commodity prices. Glencore has a predetermined baseline dividend of approximately one billion US dollars payed directly to shareholders
based on its marketing margins which are predicated on accurately timing the market.
The difficult medium-term (forecasting 2-10 years ahead)
Medium-term forecasting is notoriously difficult – extrapolation from the present is stubbornly
inaccurate, and the assumptions required for quantitative analysis of the medium-term are nearly
impossible to define.
Miners are well placed to develop a new approach in this area that blends technological and human
capabilities. Portfolio adjustments take several years, and its supply and demand fundamentals
take time to change and provide enough stability to develop useful medium-term models.
Into the future (forecasting more than 10 years ahead)
Looking beyond ten years, the most accurate approaches apply human capability in conjunction
with extensive scenario planning. Most established mining companies have explored scenarios;
however, challenges remain in using scenarios effectively in major decisions.
Sensitivity analysis or low, medium and high forecasts are not sophisticated enough to accurately
predict a range of future outcomes and human bias often impedes strategic decision-making.
Given the long-timeframes in our industry, getting this right could prove a significant step forward.
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Playing it safe and secure
Reports on new cybersecurity breaches are a becoming a never-ending barrage. Every day yields more stories of
successful cyber-attacks.

“Most people learn to use computers flying by the seat of their pants, and even if they take courses,
they don’t remember most of it. People are at best basic novices in using computers.”
Services Company Executive

However, this trend doesn’t seem to perturb the mining sector, with 64% of respondents believing that their
company is already taking sufficient action to manage cyber risk. Surprisingly, this number rises to 75% among
heads of technology.

D O ES YO U R C O M PA N Y P LAC E S U F F I C I E N T E M P H AS I S O N CY B E R S EC U R I T Y ?
By % of ‘Yes’ respondents

Board Member 44%

CEO 60%

Head of Operations 68%

Head of Strategy 70%

Head of Technology 75%

© VCI Australasia Pty Ltd as trustee for VCI Unit Trust 2019
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The question then emerges: why do mining companies feel prepared to face cyber-attacks while the global trend
shows the opposite? Some answers can be found through looking at what mining companies see as being at risk
from a cyber-attack.

W H AT I S T H E G R E AT EST D I R ECT R I S K F R O M CY B E R S EC U R I T Y TO YO U R C O M PA N Y ?
By % of respondents given one option

55

Leakage of data
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Loss of funds
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Overwhelmingly, the mining sector views cyber risk as a danger to data which reflects media reports on the topic
that primarily focus on data breaches. Naturally these breaches usually have a negative impact on brand perceptions
and have financial implications.
Some are also concerned by the potential safety and control implications that can arise from a cyber attack. Cyber
vulnerabilities are a risk for the whole business, rather than simply the traditional IT infrastructure, and an awareness
that cybersecurity encapsulates more than simply managing emails and passwords. Several power and water plants
globally have been forcefully commandeered and subject to extortion through cyber breaches. Given similar risks
to a highly automated assets, mining companies will likely begin developing more proactive strategies to managing
these attacks.
While this understanding represents a good start, the mining industry will likely need to follow the lead of industries
like finance, technology, and defence in placing a greater emphasis on cybersecurity. This view seems to be shared
by board members, with over half believing there’s still work to be done.
This represents a potential strategic opportunity and risk for service companies who operate within mining value
chains. Cybersecurity is only as effective as its weakest link and service companies may have the opportunity to
differentiate themselves from competitors on the basis of cyber capability within a digitised value chain.

“Any deeper investment in digitisation is in the face of these significant cyber threats and our
apparent inability to deal with them.”
Services Company Executive
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Transforming asset maintenance through digital technology
Effective maintenance of engineering assets underpins the global mining sector. In general, asset
maintenance has changed little in the last 20 years; it is reactive, based on intuition and domain
expertise, and often not reliant on technology. A digital overhaul could bring developments from
computational methods, statistics, applied mathematics and artificial intelligence to determine
how, when and why maintenance is conducted.
Technology enabled maintenance offers significant promise when compared to traditional processes.

Traditional asset maintenance

Technology-enabled asset maintenance

Short detection window creates risk

Detection occurs much earlier

Siloed monitoring and reporting processes

Data is integrated across assets and functions

Resource-intensive and costly

Resources optimised based on need and
availability, sensors cheaper than people

Maintenance is conservative,
leads to over-maintenance

Maintenance is optimised based
on value and risk

However, there remains a cultural and technical disconnect between maintainers and data
scientists in many parts of the industry. Data is also often collected incorrectly, distrusted by
decision-makers who prefer a “gut feel” approach, and underutilised by engineers.
There are several approaches being taken to address these gaps, including one taking place
in the state of Western Australia. Several mining companies including Alcoa, BHP and Roy Hill
have partnered with industry groups MRIWA and CORE to establish an Industrial Transformation
Training Centre (ITTC) at Curtin University, supported by the University of Western Australia
and CSIRO. The ITTC aims to develop timely and cost-efficient maintenance scheduling
processes by developing data-intensive mathematical and computational algorithms for asset
management and fault prediction. Project leaders hope to equip practicing engineers and
Australian graduates with the next generation of data science methods for the maintenance
sector. This should provide significant benefits to reliability, operability, safety and personnel
deployment in the industry.
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Evolution of manufacturing
New manufacturing technologies and evolutionary design algorithms could create assets that are cheaper to build,
more modular, and smaller scale without sacrificing efficiency. Smart design simulators based on machine learning,
coupled with advanced 3D printing, are already having an impact on civil engineering. MX3D, a Dutch start-up, has
used evolution-based simulations to “breed” bridge designs and design the sturdiest, cheapest and lightest bridge
possible, which is only viable to build with 3D printing technology.
From a supply standpoint, smart, additive manufacturing will create increased demand for minerals critical in new
manufacturing processes. From the demand side, mining assets themselves could also be transformed, designed to be
modular and built more efficiently.

“The minerals required for these new
products are not in tier one deposits and
aren’t reliant on scale.”
Industry Group Executive

Nature always wins
Biotechnology has the potential to harness many millions
of years of evolution to natural environments to develop
capabilities that aren’t possible through artificial means.
Arguably, along with artificial intelligence, biotechnology
has the greatest potential to impact human development
in future decades and should receive a higher profile in
mining that it does currently. Its potential is now being
researched and developed with the aid of increasingly
powerful computer simulations.



“Decreasing ore grades and increasing
mineralogy will challenge existing
metallurgical processes. Mining
biotechnology and re-engineering bacteria
and other microorganisms through synthetic
biology could transform uneconomic ores
and wastes to reserves and mitigate the
environmental impacts of mining”
Dr. Anna Kaksonen, Mining Biotechnologist

While many other technology areas have limited
application, understanding and manipulating the
natural environment holds almost unlimited potential.
Rehabilitation efforts could be greatly accelerated
through bacteria which is able to consume and
process toxic material, as is being done in the
textiles industry. The data storage potential of DNA
could radically change the nature of data retention
and management. Biotechnology could be used in
extraction and processing of material as a key enabler
of precision mining. In a carbon constrained world, low
energy biotechnologies are likely to play a big role in
the extraction of mineral resources in the future. With
mining companies already primarily focusing innovation
efforts on the extraction (44%) and processing (40%),
biotechnology holds massive potential to address
challenges acutely felt by mining companies. The
biggest questions remain, who will develop this
capability, and when?
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EXPLORING THE WORLD

Human history has been characterised by great explorers – mining is no different. However, the industry has
struggled to maintain the levels of exploration success seen over the past few decades; see the trends in gold
mining below as an indicative example. This trend is transitory as exploration innovation seeks to achieve a
step-change in potential. Explorers are collecting large quantities of data, sharing it widely and applying advanced
analytics and machine learning to identify new deposits.
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Notes:
Reserve life is indicative and calculated as proven and probable gold reserves divided by gold production for the 12 months.
Companies chosen for graphic are the 20 largest gold producing companies who have publicly available data for each of the two time periods
Barrick Gold has since merged with RandGold
Newmont has since merged with GoldCorp
Sources: Company Annual Reports

The industry is refocusing on exploration as a potential value driver. Anecdotal evidence of an increased focus
on exploration is reinforced by our data. Those who believe that explorers are one of the key drivers of mining
innovation has more than tripled over the past four years. 56% of Asian mining leaders and 44% of North American
mining leaders focus their innovation efforts on exploration. This is partly due to an overall improvement in the
financial health of the industry – companies are now more willing to invest in exploration. In addition, the possibilities
of new industries and products requiring new minerals is sparking investment. Silicon Valley venture money is betting
on technology start-ups such as GoldSpot, who use artificial intelligence systems to comb over vast troves of
geographical and geological data to find clues of potentially unfound deposits. However, this is still vastly underdone.

"We have seen majors make a discovery or two, but really it is the juniors that are finding the mines of tomorrow”?
Investment Executive
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Small end of town
Exploration is by nature high-risk, and exploration
companies themselves tend to be small and numerous.
The vast majority of exploration companies are not
majors and rely on third-party funding to finance their
speculative activities. Traditionally, smaller mining
companies tend to fund themselves through public
markets, as opposed to venture capital or other
forms of private investment prevalent in industries
such as technology.

“There are approximately 2500 publicly
listed mining companies globally. Of those,
only the top fifty or so have a market
capitalisation of over $100m”
Investment Executive

However, public financing is becoming increasingly
difficult. Regulatory changes are lengthening approval
processes for exploration projects, which often don’t
align with the timeframes for retail investors. Structural
shifts in investment mandates are also reducing the
willingness of retail investors to invest in mining due to
reputational issues.

“Intuitively my view is that something needs
to change, and it needs to be less of one
company doing everything and more of a
franchise style.”
Exploration Company CEO

A squeeze on public financing is restricting the
availability of capital for exploration projects. Limited
capital is driving innovation in funding methods,
including streaming transactions, where investors reap
returns based on output. While we expect that business
model innovation, improved sustainability standards
and increasing private appetite for investment in
mining renders this issue a transitory one, it remains
a concerning addition to the inherent uncertainty of
exploration projects.
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Exploring the data
Developments in analytical capability and the
proliferation of open-source geographical data is
uncovering new exploration opportunities. Digital
technology also enables competition from outside the
traditional industry players. In 2018/19, OZ Minerals
ran a competition assessing capability to develop new
digital approaches to exploration with many entrants
new to the industry as a whole. Digitally-enabled
exploration is amplified further by the increasing ability
for explorers to operate in a more modularised and
decentralised nature, without sacrificing technical
capability to extract and analyse samples. These
possibilities open the game up to technologicallysophisticated companies – will we see an Amazon
Exploration or Google Prospecting?

“Technology companies are actually bringing
more evolved capabilities into a new sector,
therefore allowing them to move quicker in
a traditionally slow industry”
Services Company Executive

"Geology is a very interpretational science,
it’s not just maths. You have to take the
big-picture view to get it right”
Exploration Company CEO

In two minds
There is a type of “split personality” within the mining industry found in the separation of exploration and mining.
While many mining companies attempt to be both explorers and extractors, in reality these are fundamentally
two different industries with two very distinct business models and cultures.

Characteristic

Explorers

Miners

Risk

Risk-tolerant

Risk-averse

Culture

Entrepreneurial, opportunistic, creative

Structured, systematic, performance

Innovation

Improve prospects, turn-around times

Improve efficiency, safety

Emerging tools

Big-data, analytics, AI

Autonomy, sensing, remote control

Strategy

Value from uncertainty, being first

Value from operational excellence,
predictability

Capital

Generally need capital, seed and venture
investors

Generally have capital, growth and
cyclical investors

Timeframe
perspective

Long-term

Short-medium term

Forecasting

Very uncertain

Somewhat certain

Capacity to
integrate 2

2 This

refers to the capacity for the different aspects of an exploration and mining business model to operate under one business

and operating model.
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There are several models for interaction between
explorers and miners. Larger mining companies
often look internally to conduct their own exploration
programs, either to directly discover new orebodies or
to maintain capability to enable effective acquisition
of prospects or both. However, there is a fundamental
difference in organisational characteristics between
exploration and mining, although this can be
potentially addressed through well-designed portfolio
organisational structures and incentives.

Alternatively, a transactional approach limits invested
capital, however, sacrifices a leading position in the
exploration race. Partnership models are viable but are
limited by the capabilities of the chosen partner.

There is an additional tension in funding across cycles –
in times of high margins, companies have the financial
capacity for investment in exploration efforts, but
management is often under pressure to harvest current
reserves and return profits to shareholders. Conversely,
when margins are poor, short term survival responses
kick-in with long-term growth investment programs
typically being divested.

A new model that is gaining increasing prominence
is the venturing approach, where miners take stakes
in explorers based on their capability. Given the
equity stake, they are more willing to share data and
knowledge with an explorer to improve the chances of
success. Given that nearly 40% of mining companies
are willing to accept risk in exploration to see returns,
we expect there may be significant appetite for
innovation and new exploration models in the industry.

Given that nearly 40% of mining companies
are willing to accept risk in exploration to
see returns

The level of innovation driven by explorers has
tripled in the past four years

M I N E R & E X P LO R E R E N GAG E M E N T M O D E L S

In-house

Long-term
relationships

Venture
capital

Explorer

Transactional
Explorer

Explorer

Explorer

Miner

Miner

Miner
Explorer

Miner

Explorer

Explorer

Explorer
Explorer

Explorer
Explorer

Explorer

Explorer
Explorer

Explorer
Explorer

Explorer

Explorer

Key features:

Key features:

Key features:

Key features:

Miner & exploration
functions contained in
same business

Miners invest in explorers with
capability in a series of bets

Miners establish long-term
relationships with select explorers

Miners deal with explorers on an open market

Share data and knowledge
to extract return through
discoveries

Commercial arrangement, little
“skin in the game” for miners

Extensive data and
capability sharing
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Wealth of nations
Our data suggests that the countries that are investing the most in exploration include India, Canada and the
United States. India are primarily doing so domestically – the Indian government is chasing a strategic goal of selfsufficiency. If India’s impressively efficient space program is anything to go by, the industry would do well to watch
closely. In North America’s case, declining grades and a strong survival imperative for a historically strong industry
are driving innovation efforts.
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Mining is likely to face a significant shift in internal industry dynamics, as the number of high-quality discoveries decline,
and miners look at options to economically extract known orebodies that are difficult or low-grade. As one senior
executive put it: “even if explorers don’t find any more resources, globally we have already found more than enough.
Costs will just have to increase, or extraction technologies will have to change.”
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Being precise
One timeless component of mining is the need to mine
currently worthless material to get the valuable material
out. While it is currently difficult to mine precisely at a
large scale cost-effectively, we expect this challenge to
be met through a combination of smaller blocks, better
orebody understanding, new forms of chemical and
biological extraction, more dynamic fleets of autonomous
equipment and improved optimisation capability.
Precise extraction methods improve the viability
of smaller deposits, lower-grade orebodies and
brownfields discoveries and could unlock more value
in already explored geographies and abandoned sites.
Precision mining is also likely to reduce waste and
processing requirements, improving the efficiency
and lowering footprint, potentially leading to increased
community acceptance.
Agriculture represents a compelling case study in
the value of precision. The agricultural industry has
enjoyed steadily increasing growth in yields through
productivity improvements since mid-20th century
despite fixed inputs.
23
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Through plant biology and genetics, smart equipment
and artificial intelligence, equipment can inject exactly
the right amounts of nutrition into the soil to maximise
yield, minimise costs and potentially improve public
perceptions of environmental impact.
While existing miners with large existing tier one
bulk assets are unlikely to be disrupted by the use of
precision extraction on low grade orebodies, it will
have implications for their businesses. Unconventional
extraction in oil did not displace established oil fields in
the Middle East, however, it did put a hard cap on prices
and limit their profitability and options.3 A similar shift
could occur in mining.
Assuming the technology becomes capable enough,
miners could also potentially mine selectively based
on market demand; an evolution of the business
models for the famously opportunistic fourth quartile
producers.

3

Frondel and Horvath, 2019
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A game-changing new approach
Mining’s shale gas equivalent may be in-situ extraction.
The benefits are obvious: less disturbance, less waste, less
water usage, and cheaper operating models (including a
lack of need for tailings dams). The method is already being
used in commodities such as copper, gold and uranium
(over 50% of the world’s uranium is mined in-situ). Heap
leaching, which shares many components with in-situ
technology, is a rapidly growing form of processing. The
key question is who can pull it together and scale it quickly?
There are some potential pathways for how this capability
may develop. Existing copper producers worried about
supply shortage and environmental concerns may invest
to develop a strategic advantage over the long-term.
Speculative investors such as Copper Bank have acquired
low-grade deposits on the expectation that a supply
shortage will drive innovation in extraction techniques.
Technology-based entrants such as Jetti Resources are
approaching the industry from the opposite end, armed
with hydrometallurgical processing capabilities and looking
for exploitable orebodies.

“We believe the disruptive impact of in-situ
leaching of primary ore is only ten years
away – it is our number one strategic focus
over the medium-long term”
Mining Company CEO

In-situ faces significant scepticism, not only due to
technology requirements, but also environmental
concerns due to its use of acids and chemicals. Many
in the industry assume in-situ is a non-starter with the
community given its experiences with shale and coal seam
gas. Given that environmental concerns are the biggest
driver of negative perceptions of the mining industry, this
view has merit. However, both industries are thriving and
have outcompeted very capital-intensive incumbents,
despite wide ranging scepticism. In mining, new research
using inert enzymes may help unlock these perceptions,
and in-situ extraction could lead to a step-change
reduction in environmental footprint.
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Mining’s Moby Dick
The mining industry has long been the home of
explorers and entrepreneurs, searching for the
next big find. After space, nothing in the industry
captures this spirit as much as exploring the
deep seas.
The opportunity
The raw numbers paint a compelling picture –
deep sea deposit grades are often seven times
that of conventional deposits. Most require
little to no excavation, implying low capital and
operating costs once the technologies mature.
This is an attractive prospect given operating
costs are the number one source of value from
innovation and orebody variability is ranked the
3rd largest industry trend.
Many of the minerals available are also rare in
conventional deposits and are critical to the next
wave of global industrialisation.
The game
Most deep-sea mining deposits are in
international waters and subject to the United
Nations’ Law of the Sea, meaning no local
laws govern their exploration or extraction.

Negotiations around the establishment of a
ore systematic Deep-Sea Code seem to be
coalescing around the concept of applying the
mining and environmental regulations of each
area’s local laws, leading to obvious advantages for
those with looser local rules.
For most of the industry, our data shows
government intervention is considered the least
important driver of innovation in the industry.
Instead, it is telling us that environmental concerns
will have the most impact – and there exists
widespread unease that mining the seabed will
cause damaging sediment churning and longterm ecosystem destruction.
With 58% of people believing that the transparency
of the source of raw materials will become a
significant driver of value, commercial miners
thinking long-term are surely asking the question:
who is really the biggest impediment, the regulators
or the activists?
The inflection
When deep sea mining technology and regulation
mature, the shift is likely to be fast. Value chains
and operating models will be radically different in
many cases. Most critically, the relative value of
orebodies will shift dramatically.

Energising the industry
Mining uses significant amounts of energy in its
processes, especially in its haulage equipment and
grinding operations. In Chile, mining alone accounts
for about 35% of national energy usage4. Given this,
there are two shifts in energy generation that will
have a significant impact on the mining industry –
possible ubiquity of energy at no marginal cost and
decentralised generation.

“The potential of energy disruption is not
well understood”
Industry Group Board Member
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Cheap ubiquitous energy via renewables may make currently uneconomic orebodies viable, especially with the
development of autonomous smaller scale mining5. Currently, energy-intensive processes such as aluminium
smelting are often located next to large hydroelectric dams or in energy-rich geographies such as the Middle
East. While these sites are currently a source of competitive advantage, in a cheap energy world with smaller
scale, this type of advantage may disappear. Instead, miners can run more grinding and processing operations
with cheaper energy and maintain a healthy margin.

“We see energy efficient automation as the dominant thematic in the physical industry”
Services Company Executive

One of the less heralded implications of viable renewable energy is the decentralised nature of its generation.
Remote operations will become even more self-sufficient with a local energy supply and storage capability.
The intermittency of renewables can potentially be overcome through a combination of operational flexibility
to vary consumption loads, and storage through batteries or hydrogen conversion – both technologies that are
rapidly becoming cheaper.
Mining will be one of the first industries to be able to truly exploit this shift due purely to the fact that it consumes
such large amounts of energy. Those with access to cheap renewables will be able to operate, process, sort and
smelt more than their competitors for little extra cost, provided concomitant innovation in extraction and processing
design occurs. Miners could seek to understand the effect of this shift by stress-testing their portfolios for a cheap
energy world through the removal of energy costs from their asset and industry cost profiles.
Adding to this equation is an expected shift to pricing carbon emissions, from developed to developing nations,
carbon taxes and trading schemes are more likely to become economic norms. So, will changing energy
generation sources in mining be a value creating opportunity, or a cost management necessity?

U S I N D U ST RY E N E R GY C O N S U M P T I O N AC R O S S VALU E C H A I N ( C OAL , M E TAL & M I N E R AL M I N I N G AV E R AG E )
Source: US Department of Energy
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At time of writing, major mining nation Australia reached zero marginal cost for traded solar energy for the first time during the day.
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Borden All-Electric Mine
When faced with clear obligations to develop
social licence to operate, Newmont Goldcorp
used the opportunity to develop an innovative
asset: the Borden mine.
It is located in Chapleau, Ontario, and in
consultation with local residents and first
nations people, there was a requirement for
the mine to not be seen or heard. As such,
Newmont Goldcorp designed the world’s first
all-electric mine in which it has successfully met
these objectives.
Despite the initial innovative design being
driven by community concern, Borden will
also improve safety, increase efficiency and
decrease energy costs.
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Safety: New features have been added to
the mine to make the Borden mine one of the
safest in the world.
Efficiency: Electrification provides a simple
working environment which increases the total
productivity of its workforce.
Energy: New systems in airflow have reduced
energy costs and noise to make working in the
mine quieter and clearer than any other mine.
The Borden mine is expected to save $9
million in energy costs alone in its first year
of operation. In addition to financial benefits,
the mine represents social improvements with
improved health and safety and engagement
with the local communities.

High hopes for Hydrogen
Amidst growing global concern for the impact
of fossil fuels on climate change, the pressure
to decarbonise for any industry is mounting,
especially for mining. The question remains;
with what alternative?
Mining faces the difficult challenge of maintaining
the existing efficiency of extraction and processing
systems as it substitutes diesel or coal with cleaner
fuels. Hydrogen could be the answer.
Clean hydrogen has emerged as one of the
most promising options for the future of mining
operations as an alternative to traditional
batteries, as an energy-storage mechanism
for off-grid mine sites and as a fuel for mine
vehicles. Our data projects hydrogen to be the
4th most widely used green energy source
(behind solar, wind and hydro power) over the
next 15 years.
As it is already underpinned by a series of
mature technologies, the market for hydrogen
energy in mining is nearing a tipping point.
Action from major players supports this notion,
with Anglo American announcing its intentions
to spin out an internal venture capital unit

for hydrogen technology investment, whilst
Fortescue Metals Group have partnered with
the CSIRO to develop new hydrogen fuel
technologies.
The benefits of hydrogen extend to smaller
players as well. Hydrogen driven remote power
systems could be commercially competitive
with diesel equivalents by 20256. This offers
opportunities for smaller remote operators to
use hydrogen to service multiple operations
on a single site.
Challenges still exist. Off-the-shelf hydrogen
solutions for mining are not yet available. Our
workforces are not sufficiently trained to deal
with hydrogen fuel or hydrogen technologies.
Public perception around hydrogen safety is
poor. Water available for electrolysis is scarce
on site. The key to solving these problems lies
in strategic partnerships and collaboration.
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Conclusion
Strategy design is dynamic process. It requires an innate understanding of the external environment,
as well as a clear-eyed view of internal capability to create and maintain competitive advantage.
Executives in the mining industry should be cognisant of the dangers in following the crowd.
In particular, we have heard many accounts of mining and services companies investing heavily
in areas outside their competitive advantage and losing value as a result.
This report is not designed to provide a blueprint for strategy development. Instead, it seeks to use our
unique dataset and conversations with business leaders to understand the different strategic moves
being made by a range of different innovative companies throughout the value chain. From radically
different business models that shift charge for value not products, to gaining value from provenance
or investing in fundamental shifts in operating models, the breadth of mining business model innovation
is impressive and ought to be watched closely.
It comes as no surprise that technology is set to fundamentally alter the nature of the industry but
understanding how it will impact is still a challenge. Given the unpredictability of technology progress,
laying a solid data foundation while building optionality into the design of assets and systems can
mitigate the difficulty in predicting future technology capabilities.
We are starting to see a step-change in sensing capability, and marvel at the potential offered by artificial
intelligence. These digital investments come with significant cybersecurity risks, which are currently
chronically underestimated in an industry accustomed to dealing with risk seriously and effectively. In the
physical space, new manufacturing techniques offer opportunities for new asset designs and are likely
to increase demand for new minerals, while the promise of biotechnology is worth further investment.
The mining industry may be suffering from a shortfall in exploration successes, but we are inclined to
back a combination of small, agile explorers with the right data and analytical capabilities to break the
game open. On the other hand, new extraction methods are likely to shift mining operating models
and could lead to a radical reappraisal of orebody viability.
Finally, while we have cautioned against future-telling throughout this report, our difficulty in predicting
market shifts may be progressively alleviated by developing a range of capabilities in decision-making,
both technological and human.
Ultimately, this report serves as a snapshot of the most exciting, disruptive and impactful strategic
trends within the mining industry. Executives can keep abreast of these developments through careful
scanning of industry trends and being open to exploring business model change within their own
organisations. Let the strategic games continue…
The State of Play Team
Graeme Stanway
Paul Mahoney
Xavier Evans
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